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ABSTRACT

This  study  depicts  the  sub-seasonal  prediction  of  the  South  China  Sea  summer  monsoon  onset  (SCSSMO)  and
investigates  the  associated  oceanic  and  atmospheric  processes,  utilizing  the  hindcasts  of  the  National  Centers  for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFSv2). Typically, the SCSSMO is accompanied by
an eastward retreat of the western North Pacific subtropical high (WNPSH), development of the cross-equatorial flow, and
an increase in the east-west sea surface temperature (SST) gradient. These features are favorable for the onset of westerlies
and  strengthening  of  convection  and  precipitation  over  the  South  China  Sea  (SCS).  A  more  vigorous  SCSSMO process
shows a higher predictability, and vice versa. The NCEP CFSv2 can successfully predict the onset date and evolution of the
monsoon about 4 pentads (20 days) in advance (within 1–2 pentads) for more forceful (less vigorous) SCSSMO processes.
On  the  other  hand,  the  climatological  SCSSMO  that  occurs  around  the  27th  pentad  can  be  accurately  predicted  in  one
pentad, and the predicted SCSSMO occurs 1–2 pentads earlier than the observed with a weaker intensity at longer leadtimes.
Warm SST biases appear over the western equatorial Pacific preceding the SCSSMO. These biases induce a weaker-than-
observed WNPSH as a Gill-type response, leading to weakened low-level easterlies over the SCS and hence an earlier and
less  vigorous  SCSSMO. In  addition,  after  the  SCSSMO, remarkable  warm biases  over  the  eastern  Indian  Ocean and the
SCS and cold biases over the WNP induce weaker-than-observed westerlies over the SCS, thus also contributing to the less
vigorous SCSSMO.
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Article Highlights:

•  The NCEP CFSv2 can accurately predict the climatological SCSSMO one pentad in advance.
•  SST biases in the Indian Ocean and the western Pacific jointly affect the prediction skills of SCSSMO by the CFSv2.
•  A vigorous SCSSMO process shows higher predictability and vice versa.

 

 
 

 1.    Introduction

The  South  China  Sea  (SCS)  summer  monsoon  onset
(SCSSMO) has been regarded as the first onset of the East
Asian summer monsoon system (Tao and Chen, 1987; Lau
and  Yang,  1997; Lau  et  al.  1998; Ding  et  al.,  2004; Ding
and  Chan,  2005).  The  SCSSMO  is  characterized  by  an
abrupt reversal of the low-level zonal winds from easterlies
to  westerlies  and  an  outbreak  of  the  rainy  season  over  the

SCS  (Wang  et  al.,  2004).  Monsoon  precipitation  acts  as  a
heat source, which further exerts influences on the weather
and climate over East Asia, India, and Australia (e.g., Wang
et al., 2008, 2009, 2021). The pan-SCS area provides major
sources of raw materials, agricultural products, and industrial
outputs, and improvement of the SCSSMO prediction is cru-
cial  for  agriculture  and  socioeconomic  planning  for  East
and Southeast Asian countries (Lau and Yang, 1997).

Typically, the SCSSMO is accompanied by an eastward
withdrawal  of  the  northwestern  Pacific  subtropical  high
(WNPSH) in the mid-lower troposphere (e.g., Ding and Sun,
2001; Wang et al., 2009; Liu and Zhu, 2019). The intrasea-
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sonal  variability  of  atmospheric  circulation  and  convection
can trigger the SCSSMO in the winter-to-summer transition
episode, by modulating the WNPSH (Wu and Zhang, 1998;
Jia  et  al.,  2021; Liu  and  Zhu,  2021).  In  addition,  the
SCSSMO can also be modulated by local sea surface tempera-
ture (SST) in the SCS (Chen and Wang, 1998; Ding et  al.,
2004; He and Wu, 2013) and the western Pacific warm pool
(Chen and Hu, 2003; Kajikawa and Wang, 2012; Zhao et al.,
2015; Lin and Zhang, 2020). The deep convection over the
Bay  of  Bengal  and  the  land-sea  thermal  contrast  between
the  Indo-China  Peninsula  and  the  SCS also  play  important
roles in the SCSSMO (Wu et al., 2005; Li et al., 2020).

While  much progress  has  been  made  in  understanding
the mechanism for the SCSSMO, challenges remain in suc-
cessfully predicting the onset date of the regional monsoon.
The evolution process of the SCSSMO varies among cases.
For  example,  the  SCSSMO  in  2018  following  a  La  Niña
event was extremely late (Liu and Zhu, 2019). In 2019, the
SCSSMO was advanced by a tropical cyclone over the Bay
of Bengal and its upscaling effect on the diabatic heating of
the Tibetan Plateau, which resulted in enhancement and north-
ward  shift  of  the  South  Asian  High  (Hu  et  al.,  2020b; Liu
and  Zhu,  2020, 2021).  By  establishing  different  statistical
models, Zhu and Li (2017) and Geen (2021) showed competi-
tive skills for predicting the SCSSM onset, but these predic-
tion skills varied year by year.

Numerical models provide another option for monsoon
prediction.  For  example,  the National  Centers  for  Environ-
mental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System (CFS),
which is one of the state-of-the-art operational climate fore-
cast systems, showed reasonable skills in predicting the East
and  Southeast  Asian  summer  monsoon  (e.g.,  Yang  et  al.,
2008; Liang et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013;
Zuo  et  al.,  2013).  Yang  et  al.  (2008)  indicated  that  the
NCEP CFS successfully simulated the major features of the
Asian summer monsoon, including the climatological loca-
tion and interannual variability of major precipitation centers
and associated atmospheric circulation systems. The air-sea
interaction processes associated with the Asian summer mon-
soon precipitation are also well captured by the CFS (Liang
et al., 2009; Dong et al., 2020). In addition, the CFS version
2 (CFSv2) can successfully predict sub-seasonal-to-seasonal
features of the early season rainfall and associated circulation
patterns over southern China when the forecast lead time is
less  than  two  weeks  (Zhao  and  Yang,  2014; Zhao  et  al.,
2015; Li  et  al.,  2022).  The predictability  of  the subtropical
Asian summer rain band and the Maritime Continent rainfall
in the NCEP CFS has also been evaluated (Gao et al., 2011;
Zhang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017).

Although  previous  studies  have  demonstrated  that  the
year-to-year variation of the SCSSMO can be skillfully pre-
dicted by dynamic models (i.e., GloSea5 seasonal forecasting
system) up to three months in advance (Martin et al., 2019),
and  the  operational  European  Centre  for  Medium-range
Weather Forecasts sub-seasonal-to-seasonal forecasting sys-
tem  provides  accurate  prediction  of  the  SCSSMO  date  10

days in advance (Yan et al., 2021), the sub-seasonal prediction
of  the  SCSSMO  still  requires  further  study.  In  this  study,
we investigate the sub-seasonal prediction of the SCSSMO
and  its  responsible  physical  mechanisms  using  the  NCEP
CFSv2.  We  intend  to  address  the  following  questions:  To
what extent can the CFSv2 predict the SCSSMO? What are
the underlying mechanisms responsible for the sub-seasonal
prediction of the SCSSMO? What are the factors that affect
the predictability of the SCSSMO?

The  rest  of  this  paper  is  organized  as  follows.  The
model,  data  and analysis  methods  applied  in  this  study are
described in section 2. In section 3, we assess the major fea-
tures of the SCSSMO and associated atmospheric circulation
in observations and in the CFSv2 at the 0-day lead. We discuss
the  capabilities  of  the  CFSv2  in  predicting  the  climatic
SCSSMO and associated atmospheric and oceanic processes
at various lead times in section 4. The year-to-year variability
of  the  sub-seasonal  prediction  skill  of  the  CFSv2  for
SCSSMO  cases  is  presented,  and  the  predictability  of  the
SCSSMO is also discussed in section 5. Finally, a summary
of  the  study  and  further  discussions  are  provided  in
section 6.

 2.    Data and methods

The  NCEP  CFSv2  is  a  state-of-the-art,  fully-coupled
land-ocean-atmosphere  dynamic prediction system,  provid-
ing an operational prediction of the world’s climate (Saha et
al.,  2014).  Its  atmospheric  component  is  the  NCEP Global
Forecast  System,  with  a  T126  resolution  in  the  horizontal
and 64 sigma layers in the vertical (Moorthi et al., 2001). Its
land  component  is  the  NCEP/Oregon  State  University/Air
Force/Hydrologic  Research  Laboratory  land  model  (Ek  et
al.,  2003)  and  the  ocean  component  is  the  Modular  Ocean
Model  version  4.0  from  the  NOAA  Geophysical  Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (Griffies et al., 2003). The daily outputs
of  upward  long-wave  radiation  (OLR),  850-hPa  and  200-
hPa winds, rainfall, 500-hPa geopotential height, and sea sur-
face  temperature  (SST)  from  the  retrospective  forecasts
with  45-day  integrations  of  the  CFSv2  from 1999  to  2014
were analyzed in this study. The hindcast runs were initialized
at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC, and the lead time for a
target day was as large as 44 days. The 0-day (44-day) lead
denotes  that  the  model  runs  were  initialized  on  the  current
day  (44  days  ago).  More  details  about  the  CFSv2  can  be
found  at http://cfs.ncep.noaa.gov/cfsv2.info/.  For conve-
nience, LD0, LD1, LD2, …, and LD44 represent the outputs
of 0-day lead, 1-day lead, 2-day lead, …, and 44-day lead,
respectively. For a specific lead time of the pentad mean, all
the five days are calculated from the same lead.

The observational data used for model verification com-
prise daily OLR, 850-hPa and 200-hPa winds, rainfall,  and
500-hPa  geopotential  height  from  the  NCEP–NCAR
(National  Center  for  Atmospheric  Research)  reanalysis
(Kalnay  et  al.,  1996)  with  a  horizontal  resolution  of  2.5°,
and the daily SST with a horizontal resolution of 0.25° from
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the  NOAA  optimally  interpolated  SST  analysis  version  2
(OISSTv2)  (Reynolds  et  al.,  2007).  Daily  mean  and  5-day
(pentad)  mean  data  were  utilized.  The  detrended  Niño-3.4
index data were extracted from NOAA’s Climate Prediction
Center data.

The SCSSM index was constructed by the area-averaged
850-hPa zonal winds over 5°–15°N, 110°–120°E (USCS), fol-
lowing Wang et al. (2004). The date of SCSSMO is defined
as the first pentad after 25 April that satisfies the following
two criteria: 1) At the onset pentad, USCS > 0; and 2) in the
subsequent four pentads (including the onset pentad), USCS

must be positive in at least three pentads and the accumulative
four-pentad mean USCS > 1 m s−1 (Wang et al., 2004).

 3.    Atmospheric  and  oceanic  processes
associated  with  SCSSMO  and  its
simulation in LD0

Figure 1 shows the time-latitude cross section of climato-
logical rainfall and atmospheric circulation along 110°–120°
E from the 12th pentad to the 42nd pentad. In the lower tropo-
sphere,  the  easterlies  over  the  SCS  switch  to  westerlies
around  the  27th  pentad  (Fig.  1a).  Meanwhile,  the  OLR
below 235 W m−2 expands northward to 15°N, accompanied
by rainfall  enhancement (above 6 mm d−1) between 5° and
15°N (Figs.  1a and b).  Apparently,  these features signify a
SCSSMO.  Correspondingly,  the  WNPSH  (marked  by  the

5880 gpm geopotential height) vanishes from the SCS (Fig.
1a).  In  the  upper  troposphere,  westerlies  weaken  from  the
12th pentad to the 32nd pentad and then reverse to easterly
wind north of 20°N (Fig. 1b).

Figure  2a shows  the  climatological  (1999–2014)  daily
SCSSM index  from the  24th  pentad  to  the  30th  pentad,  in
which the black line denotes observed values. In climatology
the daily SCSSM index is negative before the 26th pentad,
converting to a positive value during the 26th–27th pentads
(Fig. 2a).  The positive value of the SCSSM index is main-
tained for at least 5 pentads. According to the definition, the
climatological date of SCSSMO is the 27th pentad.

Sub-seasonal  evolutions  of  OLR,  precipitation,  500-
hPa geopotential  height,  850-hPa  and  200-hPa  winds,  and
SST  are  shown  in Fig.  3.  On  the  25th  pentad  (before  the
SCSSMO),  the  SCS  and  the  northwestern  Pacific  are  con-
trolled  by  the  WNPSH,  which  induces  low-level  easterlies
over  the  SCS  (Fig.  3a).  Southwesterlies  induced  by  the
cross-equatorial flow prevail from the equatorial western IO
to the Indo-China Peninsula (Fig. 3a). Corresponding to the
large-scale circulation, convection and heavy rainfall appear
over the central and eastern IO, and the Maritime Continent.
The  SST above  30°C is  observed  over  the  Bay  of  Bengal,
warmer than the SSTs on its two flanks (Fig. 3i). This zonal
SST gradient leads to easterlies (westerlies) to the east (west)
of Bay of Bengal, as observed in Fig. 3a. On the 27th pentad
(the  SCSSMO),  the  WNPSH retreats  to  the  east  of  120°E,

 

 

Fig. 1. Time-latitude cross-sections of daily values of (a, c) OLR (shaded) and 850-hPa winds (vectors; m s−1) and (b,
d) precipitation (shaded; mm d−1) and 200-hPa winds (vectors; m s−1) along 110°–120°E from the 12th pentad to the
42nd pentad (x-axis) for the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis and the CFSv2 LD0, respectively. Red bold lines in (a) and (c)
are the 5880 gpm geopotential heights.
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accompanied  by  the  enhancement  of  southwesterly  winds
from the  equatorial  IO  to  the  SCS,  leading  to  an  eastward
extension of the westerlies to the SCS (Fig. 3c). The Bay of
Bengal SST decreases and the SST to the east of the Philip-
pines increases during the SCSSMO (right panels of Fig. 3),
also  contributing  to  westerlies  irrupt  into  the  SCS.  Mean-
while, a strengthening and northeastward shift of the South
Asian high and weakening of the westerly jet  are observed
during  the  SCSSMO (Fig.  3f).  As  a  result,  convection  and
heavy rainfall occur over the southern SCS (Figs. 3b and 3f).
After the SCSSMO, southwesterly winds dominate over the
SCS,  accompanied  by  convection  and  rainfall  expanding
northward to South China (Figs. 3c and 3g). This onset pro-
cess  is  consistent  with  previous  studies  (Lau  and  Yang,
1997; Ding and Sun, 2001; Ding and Chan, 2005; Li et al.,
2020).

The  time-latitude  cross-section  of  the  climatological
SCSSMO process  along 110°–120°E in  the  CFSv2 LD0 is
presented in Figs. 1c–d. At LD0, the model generally repro-
duces  the  evolution  of  atmospheric  circulation,  including
the  reversal  of  850-hPa winds  from easterlies  to  westerlies
over  the  latitudinal  bands  of  SCS  around  the  27th  pentad,
and the weakening of 200-hPa westerly winds from the 12th
pentad to the 32nd pentad to the north of 20°N. Enhancement
of  precipitation  and  convection  over  the  SCS  during  the
SCSSMO is also captured well by the model.  On the other
hand,  the  CFSv2  overestimates  the  rainfall  (convection)  to
the north of 20°N after the SCSSMO and underestimates the
rainfall  (convection)  over  the  SCS  after  the  32nd  pentad
(Fig.  1),  which  may  be  associated  with  the  biases  of  low-
level southwesterly wind forecasts (Zhao and Yang, 2014).
Overall, the model generally captures the major features asso-
ciated with the SCSSMO process, particularly for the climato-
logical onset time around the 27th pentad. The accurate pre-

diction of the SCSSMO date by the CFSv2 LD0 can be also
verified in Fig. 2a, where the red solid line denotes the clima-
tological daily SCSSM index for the CFSv2 LD0. The sub-
seasonal variation of the SCSSM index in LD0 is generally
similar  to  that  in  the  observations  (Fig.  2a).  The  observed
index  value  changes  from  negative  to  positive  around  the
27th pentad and this is successfully captured by the model.
However,  the daily SCSSM index in LD0 is  overestimated
compared to that in observation except around the onset pen-
tad (Fig. 2b).

The  sub-seasonal  evolutions  of  convection,  precipita-
tion, atmospheric circulation, and SST around the SCSSMO
are displayed in Fig. 4. The model captures the major features
of  SCSSMO evolution,  namely  the  retreat  of  the  WNPSH,
the  development  of  southwesterly  monsoon  flow,  and  the
increase in the east-west SST gradient from the 25th pentad
to the 29th pentad (Figs. 3 and 4). Furthermore, the northward
shift  of  the  rain  belt  arc  mimics  that  in  observations  (Figs.
3d and 4d).  However,  weaker-than-observed  convection
appears  from  the  IO  to  the  Maritime  Continent  during  the
25th−29th pentads (Figs.  4b–c),  accompanied by less-than-
observed rainfall over the equatorial IO from the 25th pentad
to the 29th pentad (Figs. 4e, f, g), as well as the rainfall over
the SCS at the 29th pentad. Besides, the model realistically
reproduces the upper-level circulation and the SST patterns
(Figs.  3 and 4).  However,  the  WNPSH  in  the  CFSv2  is
weaker than that in observation, consistent with the result of
Jiang et al. (2013).

 4.    Prediction  of  the  climatological  SCSSMO
at different time leads

Figure  5 presents  the  climatological  pentad-mean
SCSSM index from the 24th to 30th pentads for observation
and the CFSv2 predictions of different leads of time. The evo-
lution  of  the  SCSSM  index  is  generally  captured  by  the
model at all lead times, but the date of SCSSMO is accurately
predicted  only  within  one  pentad  lead.  When  lead  time  is
longer than that, the predicted onset date is 1–2 pentads earlier
than  the  observed.  A  noteworthy  overestimation  of  the
SCSSM  index  before  the  27th  pentad  can  be  found  when
lead time is longer than one pentad, which contributes to the
earlier  SCSSMO  in  the  model.  Besides,  the  predicted
SCSSM index  increases  (decreases)  before  (after)  the  27th
pentad as lead time increases, resulting in a less conspicuous
SCSSMO compared to that  observed (Fig.  5).  Specifically,
the predicted earlier-than-observed SCSSMO after 1-pentad
lead can be primarily attributed to the underestimation of east-
erlies (or westerly bias) over the SCS before the SCSSMO,
while  the  weaker-than-observed  SCSSMO  stems  from  the
underestimations  of  easterlies  and  westerlies  at  the  pre-
SCSSMO after 1-pentad lead and at the post-SCSSMO after
31-day lead, respectively (Fig. 5).

We further analyze the skill of the NCEP CFSv2 in pre-
dicting  the  atmospheric  and  oceanic  processes  at  the  pre-
SCSSMO  and  the  post-SCSSMO. Figure  6 presents  the

 

Fig.  2. (a)  Temporal  curves  of  daily  SCSSM  index  from  the
24th  pentad  to  30th  pentad  (x-axis)  for  the  NCEP–NCAR
observations (black solid line), its yearly mean values, and the
CFSv2 LD0 projection (red solid line). (b) Difference in daily
SCSSM  index  between  the  NCEP–NCAR  and  CFSv2  LD0
(the latter minus the former).
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differences  in  SST  and  850-hPa  winds  at  the  24th  pentad
and  the  29th  pentad  between  the  CFSv2  predictions  and
observations  in  different  leads.  At  the  pre-SCSSMO,  there
is  negligible  bias  (less  than  0.2°C)  between  the  observed
and predicted SSTs within  1-pentad lead (Figs.  6a–b).  The
predicted large-scale atmospheric circulation is generally con-
sistent  with that  observed.  However,  when the lead time is
longer than 6 days, notable warm biases appear in the equato-
rial western Pacific (Figs. 6c–e), accompanied by enhanced
rainfall (Figs. 3e and 4e). As a result, there is a cyclonic circu-
lation  bias  over  the  WNP,  which  can  be  regarded  as  a
Rossby  wave  response  to  latent  heating  (Matsuno,  1966;
Gill, 1980; Hu et al., 2020a). This cyclonic circulation bias
demonstrates  that  the  model  predicts  a  weaker-than-
observed  WNPSH,  favoring  an  earlier  eastward  retreat  of
the  WNPSH and weaker  low-level  easterlies  over  the  SCS
in the CFSv2, both of which contribute to an earlier and less
forceful  SCSSMO  at  longer  leads.  After  the  SCSSMO,
warm biases  in  the  equatorial  western Pacific  and the  SCS

accumulate  rapidly  before  LD26,  accompanied  by  a
cyclonic circulation bias over the WNP, leading to an overesti-
mation  of  westerlies  over  the  SCS (right  panels  in Fig.  6).
When  lead  time  is  longer  than  31  days,  large  warm biases
appear  in  the  eastern  IO.  Consequently,  warm  biases  over
the eastern IO-SCS, together with cold biases over the WNP,
induce easterly  biases  over  the  SCS in  longer  leads.  These
easterly  biases  signify  weaker-than-observed  westerlies  at
the post-SCSSMO, further contributing to the underestima-
tion of the SCSSMO.

Figure 7 presents 500-hPa geopotential height averaged
over the WNP (125°–180°E, 15°–20°N) in the 25th (black),
27th (red) and 29th (blue) pentads from observation and the
CFSv2  LD0–LD40.  The  WNPSH  strengthens  east  of  the
Philippines from the 25th pentad to the 29th pentad, consistent
with the eastward shift of the WNPSH during the SCSSMO.
This feature is well captured by the model in all leads. How-
ever, the WNPSH in the CFSv2 is weaker than observed dur-
ing the  SCSSMO. The predicted WNPSH rapidly weakens

 

 

Fig. 3. NCEP–NCAR 850-hPa winds (vectors; m s−1) and OLR (shaded) in (a) the 25th pentad, (b) the 27th pentad, (c) the 29th
pentad and (d) differences between the 29th pentad and the 25th pentad. (e)–(h) and (i)–(l) as in (a)–(d), but for 200-hPa winds
and precipitation, and SST, respectively. Red bold lines in (a)–(c) and (e)–(g) are the 5880 and 12 488 gpm geopotential heights,
respectively.
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as lead time increases, consistent with the quickly enhanced
cyclonic bias over the WNP (Figs. 6b–e and Fig. 7).

 5.    Sub-seasonal  prediction  of  the  SCSSMO
cases in the NCEP CFSv2

Figure 8 displays the SCSSMO dates in the CFSv2 hind-
cast  and  the  reanalysis,  identified  by  the  method  proposed
by  Wang  et  al.  (2004).  In  observations,  the  date  of
SCSSMO varies greatly from year to year, with the earliest
(latest)  onset  occurring  in  the  24th  (33rd)  pentad.  During
the  16  years  analyzed,  the  model  successfully  predicts  the
onset date in 10 years at LD0 (Fig. 8a). The CFSv2 slightly
overestimates the SCSSM index at  LD0 (Fig.  2);  however,
in  four  years  the  onset  date  in  the  model  is  later  than  the
observed  (Fig.  8).  The  number  of  advanced  onset  dates
increases from LD1 to LD21 and decreases after LD26, con-
sistent with the climatological SCSSM index biases. On the
other  hand,  the  predicted  onset  pentad  varies  in  different
lead days, with the largest discrepancy of predicted onset pen-
tad in 2006 (Fig. 8). The prediction skills differ greatly year

by  year,  which  is  possibly  linked  to  the  intensity  of  the
SCSSMO.

To investigate the predictability of the SCSSMO, we ana-
lyze  the  temporal  evolution  of  the  pentad  SCSSM  index
from the 20th to 39th pentads in different years. The CFSv2
generally captures  the evolutionary features  of  the SCSSM
index  in  LD0  and  shows  better  performance  in  simulating
the  SCSSM index evolutionary  process  than predicting  the
SCSSMO  date,  according  to  the  criterion  of  Wang  et  al.
(2004) (figures not shown). In addition, it  is found that the
model  can  accurately  predict  the  evolution  of  the  index  as
well as the SCSSMO date more than two weeks in advance
in some years, while the performance is poor in other years.
As an example, Fig. 9 presents the temporal curves of the pen-
tad SCSSM index in 2003 and 2012. The index is increasingly
overestimated  before  the  SCSSMO  as  lead  time  increases
(Figs.  9a–f)  and  underestimated  after  the  SCSSMO  from
LD21  to  LD41  (figures  not  shown)  in  the  CFSv2.  Before
LD21, the model can accurately predict the SCSSMO process
(Figs. 9a–d) and capture the onset time (Figs. 8a–d). How-
ever, for 2012, the model can only well reproduce the evolu-

 

 

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the CFSv2 LD0. Red bold lines in (a)–(c) are the 5872 gpm geopotential heights, respectively.
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tion of the index within a period of just five lead days (Fig.
9g).  Obviously,  there  is  a  distinct  feature  of  the  SCSSMO
between  2003  and  2012,  namely  the  intensity  of  the
SCSSMO, which is defined as the post-onset second pentad
SCSSM  index  minus  the  pre-onset  second  pentad  SCSSM
index.  A  larger  (smaller)  value  of  the  intensity  of  the
SCSSMO is referred to as a more (less) vigorous or forceful
monsoon  onset  process.  The  above-described  relationship
between  the  SCSSMO  prediction  skill  and  the  SCSSMO
intensity is also found in other years (figures not shown).

The  prediction  skill  of  SCSSMO  as  a  function  of  the
SCSSMO  intensity  is  presented  in Fig.  10.  The  prediction
skill represents the maximum lead days that the CFSv2 can
capture the SCSSMO process (defined as the temporal correla-
tion  coefficient  of  the  index  exceeding  0.8  and  root-mean-
square error being below 3.3 between observations and predic-
tion from the 24th pentad to the 34th pentad) in each year.
The results are not sensitive to the thresholds of correlation
coefficient and root-mean-square error. The prediction skill
of the NCEP CFSv2 exceeds 20 days for the largest intensity
of SCSSMO. The CFSv2 can predict SCSSMO date around
two  weeks  in  advance  when  the  SCSSM onset  intensity  is
greater than 11 m s−1. The prediction skill decays rapidly after-
ward.  The  onset  date  can  only  be  accurately  predicted  by
the  model  within  one  week  when  the  onset  intensity  is
smaller than 6 m s−1. In general, a vigorous SCSSMO process
shows higher predictability, and vice versa. Among the four
years  that  the  CFSv2  predicted  the  SCSSMO  date  two
weeks in advance, there is one El Niño year (2003), one La

Niña year (2008), and two normal years (2002 and 2004). In
addition,  low  skills  are  observed  to  follow  normal  winters
and strong ENSO events.  There is no apparent relationship
between the predictability of the SCSSMO and ENSO.

 6.    Summary and discussion

The  SCSSMO  and  its  associated  atmospheric  and
oceanic  processes  are  important  indicators  for  the  seasonal
transition of East Asia climate. The NCEP CFSv2 provides
important information for the sub-seasonal prediction of the
SCSSMO. In this study, we have provided a comprehensive
assessment of the sub-seasonal prediction and predictability
of  the  SCSSMO,  focusing  on  their  climatic  characteristics
and unique features of different cases.

Regarding  the  climatological  means  (1999–2014),  the
SCSSMO occurs  around the 27th pentad.  The SCSSMO is
accompanied by an eastward retreat of the WNPSH, weaken-
ing  of  the  westerly  jet  stream,  and  intensified  South  Asian
High.  Besides,  SST  decreases  in  the  Bay  of  Bengal  and
increases to the east of the Philippines during the SCSSMO,
leading to an increase in the east-west SST gradient. These
changes in atmospheric circulation and SST favor the onset
of  westerlies  and  strengthen  convection  and  precipitation
over the SCS.

The  NCEP  CFSv2  LD0  accurately  captures  the
SCSSMO  date  and  the  major  features  associated  with
SCSSMO evolution. The transition of atmospheric circulation
and  the  enhancement  of  rainfall  and  convection  in  the

 

 

Fig.  5. Temporal  curves  of  pentad  mean  SCSSM  index  from  the  24th  pentad  to  the  30th  pentad  (x-axis)  for  the
NCEP–NCAR observational analysis (black solid lines) and the CFSv2 projection (red solid lines) in (a) LD1, (b) LD6, (c)
LD11, (d) LD16, (e) LD21, (f) LD26, (g) LD31, (h) LD36 and (i) LD41.
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Fig.  6. Differences  in  SST (shaded;  °C) and 850-hPa winds (vectors;  m s−1)  between observations and the CFSv2
predictions in (a) and (f) LD1, (b) and (g) LD6, (c) and (h) LD16, (d) and (i) LD21, and (e) and (j) LD41 (the CFSv2
minus observations) at the 24th pentad (left) and the 29th pentad (right).
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model simulations are similar to those in observations. How-
ever, the daily SCSSM index in LD0 is overestimated com-
pared to the observed except around the onset pentad. This
may be attributed to an underestimation of the WNPSH inten-
sity,  which  can  modulate  the  westerlies  over  the  SCS  and
lead to overestimated SCSSM indexes.

Climatologically, the NCEP CFSv2 can capture the gen-
eral evolution features of the SCSSMO at all lead times, but
it can only accurately predict the SCSSMO date one pentad
in advance. When lead time is longer than one pentad, the pre-
dicted onset date would be 1–2 pentads earlier compared to
observation,  which  can  be  attributed  to  an  underestimation
of  easterlies  (or  westerly  bias)  over  the  SCS  before  the
SCSSMO.  Besides,  the  predicted  SCSSM index  unrealisti-
cally increases (decreases) before (after) the 27th pentad as
lead  time  increases,  resulting  in  a  less  conspicuous

SCSSMO compared to that observed. Several causes can be
possibly responsible for the growth of those biases. On the
one hand, before the SCSSMO, warmer-than-observed SST
with positive rainfall bias appears over the equatorial western
Pacific when lead time is longer that one pentad, producing
a  Rossby  wave  response  to  the  latent  heating.  Thus,  a
cyclonic circulation bias is observed over the WNP, signify-
ing a weaker-than-observed WNPSH. This weaker WNPSH
leads  to  a  weakening  of  the  low-level  easterlies  over  the
SCS and favors an earlier eastward retreat of the WNPSH in
the  CFSv2,  both  of  which  contribute  to  an  earlier  and  less
forceful  SCSSMO.  On the  other  hand,  after  the  SCSSMO,
pronounced  warm  biases  appear  over  the  eastern  IO-SCS,
together  with  cold  biases  over  the  WNP,  inducing  easterly
biases  over  the SCS.  These easterly  biases  signify weaker-
than-observed westerlies during the SCSSMO, further con-
tributing  to  the  underestimation  of  the  SCSSMO.  Appar-
ently,  the  SST  biases  over  the  IO  and  the  western  Pacific
jointly regulate the atmospheric circulation, through the air-
sea  interaction,  and  hence  the  SCSSMO  in  the  NCEP
CFSv2.

The  skill  of  the  NCEP  CFSv2  in  predicting  the
SCSSMO  differs  greatly  year  by  year,  related  to  the  pre-
dictability of the SCSSMO in individual years. The CFSv2
shows a better performance in predicting the SCSSM index
evolution than the  SCSSMO date,  with  an  increase  in  lead
time. It  can predict both the evolution of the index and the
SCSSMO  date  more  than  two  weeks  in  advance  in  some
years,  while  the  performance  is  poor  in  other  years.  The
model can successfully predict the SCSSMO up to 18 days
in  advance  for  the  most  vigorous  SCSSMO,  while  it  can
only reproduce the SCSSMO within one pentad for the least
powerful  SCSSMO.  The  prediction  skill  decays  as  the

 

Fig.  7. Area-averaged  500-hPa  geopotential  height  over  the
WNP (125°–180°E, 15°–20°N, solid line)  at  the 25th (black),
the 27th (red) and the 29th (blue) pentads in the observations
and the CFSv2 predictions from LD0 to LD40.

 

 

Fig.  8. Onset  pentads  derived  using  the  method  proposed  by  Wang  et  al.  (2004)  from  1999–2014  in  the  NCEP–NCAR
observational analysis (red solid line), superimposed with the CFSv2 projection for (a) LD0 (grey solid lines), and the (a–i)
LD1, LD6, …, and LD41 (black solid lines).
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Fig. 9. Temporal curves of the pentad mean SCSSM index from the 20th pentad to the 39th pentad (x
axis)  in  2003  (left)  and  2012 (right)  for  the  NCEP–NCAR observational  analysis  (black),  the  CFSv2
LD0 projection (red) and the CFSv2 projections in (a, g) LD1, (b, h) LD6, (c, i) LD11, (d, j) LD16, (e,
k) LD21 and (f,  l)  LD26 (blue).  Onset pentads for the NCEP–NCAR are in black, the CFSv2 LD0 is
shown in red and the CFSv2 predictions in the different lead times are displayed in blue.
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SCSSMO  intensity  decreases.  In  other  words,  a  vigorous
SCSSMO process exhibits  a  higher predictability,  and vice
versa. This may provide a useful indicator for the real-time
monitoring  and  prediction  of  the  SCSSMO,  although  the
assessment methods in this study may lead to an overestima-
tion of the model prediction skill compared to real-time fore-
casts. It is possible to obtain higher forecasting skills for the
SCSSMO, in vigorous monsoon onset years, and by improv-
ing  the  model's  performance  in  prediction  of  the  WNPSH
and the IO and western Pacific SSTs.

It should be realized that the onset and evolution of the
SCSSM are complex processes. The ability of model simula-
tions shows the mean state  dependence,  and the associated
anomalous SST patterns. The NCEP CFSv2 performs differ-
ently  in  predicting  the  eastern  and  central  Pacific  ENSO
events  and  their  climate  effects  (Yang  and  Jiang,  2014).
Thus, the sub-seasonal prediction of the SCSSMO depends
on  the  simulations  of  background  atmospheric  circulations
and SST patterns on sub-seasonal time scales. To understand
how  the  mean  state  affects  the  predictability  of  the
SCSSMO in the CFSv2 requires further investigation. In addi-
tion, previous studies have revealed that the SCSSMO is rele-
vant  to  the  intraseasonal  oscillation  such  as  the
Madden–Julian  Oscillation  (MJO)  and  the  quasi-biweekly
oscillation  (Jia  et  al.,  2013; Li  et  al.,  2020).  The  CFSv2
shows relatively lower skills in predicting the enhanced con-
vection over the Maritime Continent and the MJO, primarily
contributing  to  its  poor  skill  over  the  IO  on  sub-seasonal
time scales (Wang et  al.,  2014; Dong et  al.,  2020; Schreck
et  al.,  2020).  The  performance  of  the  CFSv2  in  predicting
the  MJO  may  affect  the  predictability  of  the  SCSSMO,
which warrants further investigations.
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